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WINTERIZING YOUR IRRIGATION SYSTEM AND HOME
 

            Winterizing irrigation systems is necessary in climates like ours, where the frost level is lower than

the depth of irrigation pipes. Proper winterization includes two steps; first decreasing water use to prepare

your plants for dormancy, and later, emptying irrigation pipes of residual water.

Using the correct  air  pressure when winterizing your irrigation system will  protect  your pressure

reducing valves and your sprinkler heads.  The correct  air pressure to eliminate water in your system is

dependent on the linear feet of irrigation pipes and the slope of your irrigated area.  If you are unsure of the

amount of pressure to use for your system consult  a contractor.   Do not send compressed air  through a

backflow device.  First, blow out the system and then drain the backflow or pump.  Not clearing the water

completely can destroy the device and create a potentially hazardous situation by allowing contaminated

water to enter your indoor plumbing.  

 Additional outdoor winterizing tips are to put away your outdoor hoses and close each of your inside

valves that are connected to outside hose hook-ups but leave the outdoor valve open to allow excess water to

drain. Water in the pipes must be thoroughly drained; any remaining water that freezes may expand and crack

your pipes.

Much of the winter water damage occurs in seasonal homes, which often have shut off valves to the

entire house.  When the shut-off valve is not tightly closed,   water will continue to flow through the house. 

If the indoor plumbing or fixtures freeze and crack, water will spray continuously from the broken pipe or

fixture.  This situation can result in huge water bills and severe water damage to the property. 
 

For  further  information  regarding  winterizing  your  home  or  irrigation  system,  or  for  questions

concerning water conservation, please contact our conservation department during normal business hours at

(760) 934-2596 extension 314. 


